Cornell Employee Assembly
Minutes of April 5, 2017 Meeting
12:15 PM – 1:30 PM
401 Physical Sciences Building

I. Call to Order
   a. U. Smith called the meeting to order at 12:15.
   c. Members Absent: S. Vaccaro, B. Ayanfodun, M. Carcella, A. Darko, S. Willcox
   d. Also Present: P. Hampton, N. Doolittle

II. Approval of the Minutes of March 1, 2017
   a. Minutes approved by unanimous consent.

III. Committee Reports
   a. Communications Committee
      i. C. Sanzone said that the committee did not officially meet but that they are working on an all-staff mailing for elections.
   b. Employee Education Committee
      i. No updates
   c. Personnel Policy
      i. No updates
   d. Staff Recognition and Awards
      i. George Peterman Award and Mary Opperman Award are seeking nominations and will work with Communications Committee to promote these.

IV. Report from the Chair
   a. U. Smith thanked everyone who attended the trustee meeting and said that the event was well received.
   b. U. Smith said that the trustees are aware now of the transportation issues and that it is on their radar now.

V. Business of the Day
   a. Proposed Meeting Calendar
      i. U. Smith presented the proposed dates for the second half of the term. The schedule is every first and third Wednesday of the month.
      ii. U. Smith said that the meeting schedule can also be amended by the executive board for next year.
      iii. U. Smith said that the January 3rd meeting would need to be moved.
1. Amendment passed by unanimous consent to remove the January 3rd meeting from the proposed schedule.
   iv. Motion to approve the proposed calendar for 2017-2018 was passed by unanimous consent.

b. Resolution XI: Establishment of Transportation Task Force
   i. T. Grove said that the resolution is to establish a task force to look at issues surrounding parking and commuter services for employees. The committee will be the chair of the Employee Assembly and six total members of the assembly and the community.
   ii. T. Grove said that the committee would bring recommendations by May 3rd for the Employee Assembly to focus on.
   iii. J. Kruser said that he would encourage the task force to reach out to Board of Trustees members interested in the transportation issues.
   iv. C. Sanzone asked if there was intent to do a survey of staff on transportation issues prior to the recommendations.
      1. T. Grove said that it would be up to the committee but that she thinks it’s a good idea to get the most input.
   v. U. Smith said that the May 3rd date is also prior to the Board of Trustee meeting.
   vi. J. Kruser said that it would be good to check with Office of Assemblies if there is technology that can be utilized.
   vii. J. Kruser called to approve the resolution.
      1. Resolution passed 13-0-0.

c. Resolution X: Charter and By Laws
   i. U. Smith said that the charter must be approved by a 2/3 majority vote of the seated assembly members and the bylaws require a simple majority vote. He said that the bylaws do not require presidential approval but the charter does require presidential approval.
   ii. U. Smith said that due to UA charter we must have UA appointments by May 1st and to meet that deadline we need to approve the resolution today. It is possible to vote electronically but it will be easier to do it today.
   iii. U. Smith said that the April 4th version is everything proposed at the original meeting and everything sent since the meeting.
      1. U. Smith said section 7, article 4 was labeled internal maintenance and it was struck and added to another section.
      2. U. Smith said that M. Opperman’s title was corrected and grammar was edited.
3. U. Smith said that language regarding objections within the assembly or to another assembly was changed to match that of all other assemblies.
4. U. Smith said that University Calendar oversight was added in conjunction to other assemblies, he said that it was done but not actually in our charter.
5. U. Smith said that the referenda process is not in the charter to allow more room to adapt and more time for discussion. He said that it will go in the bylaws because it is easier to amend.
6. U. Smith said that all were elected to a two-year term and that the terms were not staggered. U. Smith said all college seats are still the same. The change is in the eleven administrative unit’s seats.
7. U. Smith said that constituent groups are realigned and there is a net gain of one member on the administrative side.
8. U. Smith said there are now charts that better show who member constituencies are.
iv. L. Johnson-Kelly said that when seat allocations were released in the fall, the allocations were academic, staff and affinity groups. She said this was more reflective of actual make up if representation of collections across campus whereas representing as an administrative unit we are overlooking a lot of people that do not align with the work done in our careers.
  1. L. Johnson-Kelly said that her concern is that by morphing into an administrative unit, we are representing people we might not actually work with or accurately know their concerns.
v. U. Smith said that none of these reflect job families, it is based on the organization of the institution.
vi. J. Kruser said that it is a good point but that whichever way we choose we will stretch ourselves in terms of representation but that we must stay aware of people who are not our constituency. He said that this breakdown is not a problem and is logical.
vii. L. Johnson-Kelly asked if we are organizing it so that it is by administrative unit and not job family, either is fine, we just need to be clear.
viii. L. Johnson-Kelly asked if we should try to keep the membership at 29 and if the seat for employees that are here less than five years is a needed constituency base.
ix. U. Smith said that the less than five years is part of the affinity group and has to do with demographic shifts within the university and we will have a lot of younger employees in the next few years.
x. K. Fitch said that working at Cornell is a huge adjustment and the university has a strong culture, the constituency would help new employees learn the Cornell way.

xi. K. Fitch asked what a job family is.
   1. U. Smith said that it is a government classification that organizes for reporting purposes the different job sectors.
   2. L. Johnson-Kelly said that what she was referring to is the career areas and surrounding compensation that the University used to be called job families.

xii. K. Fitch asked if it was an affiliation or pay-based classification.
   1. T. Grove said we tried to organize by families in the past but it was too broad. She said that the way this is set up we can talk to anyone and hear concerns from any constituency, it does not have to be limited.

xiii. U. Smith said that a lot of issues will probably apply to more than just one unit but that if there are alternatives we would like to consider, we can change that.

xiv. U. Smith agreed that it is good to clarify to whom we are supposed to be speaking with and that this path provides a dedicated starting point for who you are supposed to be communicating with.

xv. U. Smith said that it is fine to add to the chart provided today, it was meant to be a starting point and can be altered.

xvi. N. Doolittle said it should be about how employees view us, not how we view them.

xvii. J. Kruser said that there is nothing stopping us from representing any employee on campus and that the organization is never going to fit every employee into a box.

xviii. L. Johnson-Kelly said that it could be good to put a disclaimer with the chart that explains you can talk to anyone you want and employees can approach anyone.

xix. P. Hampton said that part of her role in the Office of Assemblies is maintaining the website and when the Office gets closer to launching the revamp of the entire system, the Employee Assembly can provide feedback on the layout of the website.
   1. P. Hampton said that the new website will provide a funnel to make constituents have greater access to representatives.
   2. P. Hampton said that if there is overlap amongst constituencies you can always hold a forum and make it issue based to hear all opinions.
xx. U. Smith said that College of Business is currently imbedded within different representatives.

xxi. C. Sanzone asked for clarification that the vote is on the charter not on the chart and if there is a process for approving the chart, or is it freeform and loose. She said that it is important for people to understand who they are representing and if it is constantly fluid that might be difficult to determine.

xxii. U. Smith said that what we are voting on is the language within the charter, the other document is a good starting point but it is not part of the charter.

xxiii. U. Smith said that the bylaws are straightforward, what was presented last time is mostly the same it is just now better formatted. He said the biggest changes are in specifying quorum, when it is acceptable to go into executive session.

xxiv. U. Smith said that the bylaws will be voted on now but implemented for the next Employee Assembly session.

xxv. It might be good to pass them now to encourage better engagement of members before elections.

1. U. Smith said we could but a lot of the changes in the bylaws are already being done, it just was not officially in the bylaws.

xxvi. U. Smith said the Vice President of Finance was removed since the only role is really approving budget so it was put as the duty of the person in charge of operations.

xxvii. U. Smith said that it was added to ensure that the parliamentarian is responsible for making documents public.

xxviii. U. Smith said that there is no more internal operations committee as it was extraneous.

xxix. U. Smith said that employee welfare committee was added and has a broad focus that could serve as a catch-all for what does not currently belong in our committee structure.

xxx. U. Smith said Staff Recognition was changed to Events Committee and that every committee has the same authority as all committees across the universities. This means that no resolutions will come to the floor without first being voted on by a committee.

xxxi. U. Smith said that there is a proposed amendment to change all wording for staff units to administrative units within the bylaw.

1. Motion passes.

xxxii. U. Smith called Resolution 10 to question, approving the charter and bylaws.

1. Resolution passed 14-0-0.
xxxiii. T. Grove asked what happened regarding the survey being released before the Employee Assembly received them.

1. J. Kruser said that they will be speaking to us on April 19th but that he does not have a good answer at this time.

The meeting was adjourned at 1:30 PM.

Respectfully Submitted,
Amanda Robinson
Clerk of the Assembly